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Grove Music Online - Report 2015 
 

UpdateGMO 

Six years ago, in response to feedback from scholars, UpdateGMO, a major program to ensure 

that Grove content remains authoritative and useful to researchers, was launched. This update 

includes 249 articles that were revised or newly commissioned through this program. Added or 

updated articles include those for the Southeastern and East Central Europe Update Project.  

Hundreds of articles have been updated through this program so far, but there is still much 

work to be done and your help is needed. You can participate in this project by emailing the 

editors at updateGMO@oup.com to 

• Submit updates to your articles  
• Suggest corrections, revisions, or new articles  
• Send us your current contact information  
• Tell us what you think  

 

New Content from AmeriGrove and the Instruments Dictionary 

AmeriGrove  

With this update we note the addition of 298 new articles to Grove Music Online from the 

second edition of The Grove Dictionary of American Music (AmeriGrove), edited by Charles 

Hiroshi Garrett. The first edition (1986) is widely considered the definitive reference work on the 

subject, and while some of the topics in this update appeared in the first edition, all are 

completely new to Grove Music Online and have been updated for the project. 
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This AmeriGrove update continues to expand the scope of Grove’s coverage, including 

125 new articles on country music, 14 on hip hop, and 159 on jazz music.  

 

Grove Dictionary of Musical Instruments  

Recently added were 297 new articles from The Grove Dictionary of Musical Instruments, 2nd 

edition (GDMI), including biographies of important instrument manufacturers, and subject 

entries on instruments and movements, for example, sound sculpture. 

 

Multimedia Links 

Several Grove articles now contain links to audio and video recordings and score facsimiles, 

thanks to partnerships with Alexander Street Press and Naxos Music Library, accessible to 

users/institutions that have subscriptions to these sites. You can find articles that contain 

multimedia links by clicking on Advanced Search, entering “multimedia links”, and ticking the 

Bibliographies box. Below is a list of articles from this update that contain multimedia links: 

Campanella  
Holbrooke, Joseph [Josef] (Charles)  
Karajan, Herbert von  
Meyerbeer [Beer], Giacomo [Jacob Liebmann Meyer]  
Mondo della luna, II (ii)  
South East Europe  
Yugoslavia  
 

Links to multimedia materials will continue to be added with each new quarterly update. 

If you are a Grove author and would like to help us select links for your articles, please let me 

know. 
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Questions or concerns about New Grove can always be sent to me, and will be 

forwarded to the editorial staff. 

 

Jim Cassaro 
IAML representative to the Grove Music Advisory Board 
	  

	  


